BEFORE WE GET
STARTED

SIX Common Misconceptions about Queen Rearing
Misconception One:
That nature does the best job of raising queens for
your hive.
If you let your hive supersede their queen you run the risk of developing a hot or aggressive
hive. The Africanized bees emerges as much as a day earlier than the European honey bees.
So when your package shows up with a California queen that been bred by up to 17 drones
and she is supersede within a weeks, the chances are one of the cells in the hive will be
Africanized, drone producer, not acclimatize, swarmer's and short lived.

DeGrand-Hoffman and Stan Schneider University of NC at Charlotte, are “trying to figure
out why AHB’s replace EHB’s rather than commingling” found 6 biological and behavioral
factors. Faster growth rate which means more swarming, differences between left and right
wings, EHB undeniably mate disproportionately with AHB drones {This happens because
AHB produce more drones per colony} AHB queens emerge as much as a day earlier
than EHB queens, AHB practice “nest usurpation”, and last AHB traits are genetically
dominant.

Misconception Two:
Survive queens are the best to breed from.
If my queen made it through the winter it must be a good breeder, right? Wrong!
The traits of a good breeder queen reach far beyond the survival of winter. We
should be keeping extensive records of past performance's and traits we want in
our hives. If she doesn’t live two years why would you want her off spring?
Some Good Queen Characteristics
Mite Resistant: both varroa & tracheal
Nosema Resistant: both
Nectar and Pollen buildup
Small brood population for winter

Honey Production
Doesn’t swarm
Hygienic tested

Misconception Three:
Only Chemical Free Queens Rearing is Best
The reality is that worker bees bring in some of the most toxic chemicals
known to man and spread them all over the inside of the hive. We call it
“propolis” also the toxic chemicals from garden sprays.
Your queens are subject to a lot of chemicals so if you think your hive is chemical
free think again.
Treatment against Verroa Mites or other disease organisms
Have your bees and wax tested.
Use essential oils
Organic acids
But keep the bees alive

Misconception Four:
Only this or that method works
Some beekeepers are like dictators, and contrary to what
they believe, it doesn’t matter much your method only the
results.
Queen rearing will work in a top bar, Warre hive, and
Langstroth. When God provides good weather and good
eye sight to see the larva any darn fool can breed queens.
Currently I breed queens by:
Grafting

Methods
Cloke Board
Breeder Nuc

Misconception Five:
If I buy a queen from a breeder it bound to be a good one.

Remember the old adage; Buyer Beware” .
Most great queens are accidental, a freak of mother nature; who’s
progeny exhibit unique characteristics.
When you need a queen what do you do? Call what ever queen
breeder you think has good queens and he sends you his best, right?
So who receives the best queens? The guy that orders one or a
thousand? I’ll take my chances on my own stock by breeding my
own queens.
Not so new ideas :
Get in with a small group of individuals with like minded goals or a club.
Buy yourself some equipment.
Take a class on grafting.
Have everyone over to your place and tell them to bring a frame of larva
from their best queen in a Nuc. with bees. Everyone shares.

Misconception Six:
I attempted it once and it didn’t work, so I’m no good at it.
A beekeeper should not be hesitant to attempt raising queens; it should
become just another colony manipulation. With each try you can eliminate
obstacles and mistakes you have made in the past.
For small backyard beekeepers here are some recommendation:
Make cells and develop Nuc’s for replacement queen
Work with other beekeepers
Attended meeting like this
Read books
Get involved in you club

CATCH THE BUZZ
Honey bee genotypes and the environment
From IBRA
In recent years, much attention has been focused on the global problem of honey bee colony losses.
Among the many explanations for these losses, variability in the genetic makeup and vitality of honey
bee populations might help to explain some of the variability in honey bee colony losses experienced in
different regions. This has led to the innovative honey bee Genotype-Environment Interactions (GEI)
experiment carried out by members of the international honey bee research association COLOSS. The
results are published today in a Special Issue of the Journal of Apicultural Research.
A total of 621 colonies of 16 different genetic origins were set up in 21 apiaries in 11 different European
countries managed by 15 research partners. Each location housed the local strain of bee together with
two of “foreign” origins. The colonies were set up in the summer of 2009 and were managed and
evaluated according to a standard protocol used by all participants until 2012.
IBRA Science Director Norman Carreck says: “The results of these experiments show that the locally
adapted strains of honey bee consistently performed better than the “foreign” strains. This may seem
logical to many bee scientists, but may come as something as a shock for many beekeepers who
believe that purchased queens are likely to be in some way “better” than the bees that they already
have in their own hives. There is growing evidence of the adverse effects of the global trade in honey
bees, which has led to the spread of novel pests and diseases. These papers which provide evidence
that locally-adapted honey bee strains consistently perform better than imported strains may thus
strengthen local bee breeding programmers, and encourage the use of locally bred queens over those
imported from elsewhere”.

Simple Ways To Breed Your Own Queens
Cell pull down
Cut out cells
Cut comb
Graft larva
Supersedure

Frame with queen cells from Hopkins method
Photo credit: Ohio Homestead Gardens & Apiaries

Swarm cells on the bottom of a comb
(Photo by The Bollingers)

Punch tool
method

Emergency queen cells (photo
source: en.wikipedia.org)
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Several of our club members and me are using a Nuc method this year that I
copied from the Net called {the Joe Clemens method}.
Equipment Needed for a rearing colony:
Five frame Nuc with a screened bottom board, queen excluder, slatted board,
inter board
a top cover feeder jar and pollen substitute patty.
Start Nuc with the minimum of one frame of capped brood, frame of honey,
frame of pollen and frames without comb and three lbs. of nurse bees.
Leave the center open for your
grafting frame of queen larva.
In the next few slides I’ll show you how it looks.

What you need
6 5/8 Nuc

Screened
Bottom board

Inter
board

Queen
excluder

Nuc complete

Nuc complete

Top cover

Should look something like this
When it’s completed right.

Method # Two

The Cloake Board
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Day 0 or Minus 1, Cell Builder Set-up
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Reverse Bottom Box Entry
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Feeder
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Foundation

Capped Brood

Pollen

Open Brood

Open Brood

Open Brood

Pollen

Pollen

Honey

Cell Builder Top Box, Frame Arrangement Day 0 or Minus 1

Cloake Board
on Slide Out
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Lower Entrance Closed
Paul Hosticka
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Day 3, One Day Before Graft

Pictures by Paul

Hosticka

•Open Brood Out to Other Colonies Replace With Pollen Combs
and 24 Hours Later the Grafting Frame with Cells

•Slide In the Floor
•Open Bottom Entrance
•This Makes a Queenless Starter in Top Box

Cell Builder Frame Arrangement
Top Box (Starter) Day 4
Pictures by Paul Hosticka

Feeder
Foundation

Honey
Pollen
Emerging Brood
Empty Queen Cells
Pollen

Pollen
Honey
Honey

Day 14
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Thank you
Are there any question about the subject we
just covered?

